


Note
This guide has been produced for the benefit of the freight transport industry and construction plant hire 
sector and it is Network Rail’s intention to permit free copy and distribution. No action under copyright laws 
will be pursued.

Disclaimer
The information contained in this document is believed to be correct at the time of publication but 
regulations, standards and specifications do change.  The reader must ensure that they refer to their latest 
company instructions which this document does not supersede.

Network Rail and the contributors to this document have used their best endeavours to ensure that 
the content, layout and text of this document are accurate.  Network Rail or the contributors make no 
warranties, express or implied, that compliance with the contents of this document are sufficient on its own 
to ensure safe systems of work or operation. Each user is reminded of their own responsibilities to ensure 
health and safety at work and their individual duties under health and safety legislation and road traffic 
legislation.

Network Rail and the contributors to this document will not be held responsible for any loss or damage 
arising from adoption or use of anything referred to or contained in this publication.

The inclusion of a process or product in this document should not be construed as an endorsement of that 
process or product by Network Rail.
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Bridge strikes, where vehicles, their loads or equipment collide with bridges, continue to be 
a significant and recurring problem. Drivers and rail passengers may experience frustration 
and delayed journeys, but a bridge strike has the potential to cause a train derailment with 
catastrophic consequences as well as loss of life or serious injury to the vehicle driver and 
other people nearby. Those responsible for causing a bridge strike will be liable for all costs 
associated with the incident - not just inspecting and repairing the bridge and the road but 
also the cost of train delays, which could be considerable. The company involved may lose 
business due to the vehicle and driver being off the road and may face increased insurance 
premiums or direct compensation claims.
To prevent bridge strikes, it is important that your drivers know the height of their vehicle and 
understand and obey traffic signs. To assist them, the Department for Transport has amended 
the Traffic Signs Regulations to allow local councils to use new signs that show, for example, 
the maximum headroom in imperial and metric units.  
The Department is also working with local councils and satellite navigation companies to 
improve the accuracy and reliability of information available to your drivers.  To prevent bridge 
strikes, it is important that they only use satellite navigation systems appropriate to the vehicle 
they are driving.
To raise awareness of the risk and consequences of bridge strikes, Network Rail, in conjunction 
with organisations representing local authority highway and road managers, bridge owners 
and the freight transport industry in conjunction with the construction plant-hire sector have 
produced good practice guides that will help transport managers and their drivers to avoid low 
bridges.
I commend this booklet to all transport managers. It provides advice and recommendations to 
help you understand the causes of bridge strikes – and how you can prevent them. It includes 
information on the traffic signs that drivers are likely to see in advance of or at low bridges, 
including the new warning sign in both imperial and metric units for arch bridges, and a 
reminder that to prevent bridge strikes satellite navigation systems that include information 
on vehicle height limits at low bridges should be used. A similar updated guide which includes 
advice on traffic signs and satellite navigation systems is available for professional drivers, and 
I recommend that each of your drivers is given a copy.
Following these guidelines will help you, your drivers and your company from being involved in 
a bridge strike.

Norman Baker
Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for Transport
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Bridge strikes continue to be a significant 
problem to rail and highway/road authorities 
across the country.  Between April 2011 and 
March 2012, there were more than 1500 bridge 
strikes at railway bridges over roads reported to 
Rail Authorities.  A survey in 2011 indicated that 
drivers believed causes of bridge strikes include:

• Drivers not knowing vehicle height (32%)

• Poor route planning (22%)

• Drivers not understanding signs (15%)

•  Poor information about low bridges when 
planning a route (11%)

• Inadequate signing (9%)

• Drivers not believing signs (8%)

This good practice guide is intended to provide 
advice to enable the risks of bridge strikes to be 
identified and to give guidance so that bridge 
strikes can be prevented.  The information in this 
guide has been produced for transport managers 
and others involved in planning routes and 
schedules for the transportation of freight and 
construction plant.  The principles and guidance 
contained in this guide also apply to small or 
light goods vehicles below the operator licensing 
threshold and other exempt vehicles.

This guide has been produced by Network Rail in 
conjunction with organisations representing the 
freight and construction plant transport industry.

The following organisations have been involved:
• Department for Transport

• Freight Transport Association

• Road Haulage Association

• Construction Plant-hire Association

• Associations of Chief Police Officers

What is a bridge strike?
A bridge strike is an incident in which a vehicle, 
its load or equipment collides with a bridge. 
Most bridge strikes occur where roads pass under 
railway bridges.

Railway bridge strikes have the potential to cause:

•  A train derailment with possible catastrophic 
loss of life

•  Loss of life or injury to the vehicle driver or 
other road users

• Traffic delays and congestion

• Train delays

Bridge strikes may also occur at bridges over 
public roads carrying footpaths, canals, and other 
roads.
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Track distortion due to a bridge strike

A curtain sided lorry overturned as a result of a bridge strike
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Route planning
•  The risk of bridge strikes should be assessed 

based on the height and width of the vehicle, 
and its load or equipment

•  It is good practice to display the trailer height on 
the trailer headboard and the coupler height on 
the cab in a position easily visible to the driver

•  Routes should be planned in advance, and routes 
selected to eliminate the risk of bridge strikes

•  Routes for vehicles under maintenance or on 
test or diversion should be planned to avoid low 
bridges

•  Delivery schedules should not cause the driver 
pressure, stress or fatigue as this may increase 
the risk of bridge strikes

•  Make use of LGV specific satellite navigation 
systems that include information on vehicle 
height limits under low bridges

•  Atlases can be a valuable source of information 
for vehicle heights limits under bridges

•  Advice on vehicle height limits under bridges 
may also be obtained from local highway or 
road authorities

•  Routes for vehicles with a travelling height over 
16´-3˝ (4.95 metres) should be checked with the 
relevant highway or road authorities

Vehicle height checks
You should ensure that drivers:
•  Check the maximum height of the vehicle, its load 

or its equipment before commencing a journey

•  Advise you if the measured height is different 
from the height shown on the headboard

•  Check the maximum 
height again after 
loading, unloading 
or reloading if the 
trailer suspension 
characteristics could 
change the height 
of the vehicle

•  Display the correct 
height in the 
cab at the start 
of every journey 
and following any 
change in the load

•  Are aware that 
at arch bridges 
the signed height 
is only available 
through part of the 
bridge and vehicle 
width must to be 
considered

•  Give special consideration to wide loads over 
3m at arch bridges, as the maximum height 
available will be less than the signed height limit

The maximum height of any vehicle, its load or 
equipment can be checked using simple hand held 
devices or fixed depot installations.

The roadworthiness checklist provided to the 
driver should include:
• The maximum height of the vehicle

•  Confirmation that the vehicle height is correctly 
displayed in the driving cab

Appendix 1 provides a route and vehicle check 
pro-forma for use by drivers to record checks 
carried out to aid the prevention of bridge strikes.
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Vehicle height recorded on 
the trailer headboard

Checking the height of a 
trailer using a telescopic 
measuring device

Reproduced from AA Truckers’ Atlas with kind permission.  
©AA Media Ltd 2011. ©Crown copyright 2011. All rights reserved. 
Licence number 100021153
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What are the consequences of bridge strikes to 
the railway?

•  Derailment of passenger trains with the 
potential for catastrophic loss of life

•  Derailment of freight trains with potential for a 
major incident or environmental damage

• Damage to railway infrastructure

• Delays and disruption to trains
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Police arranging recovery of a lorry wedged under a railway bridgeDamaged vehicle and load following a bridge strike

Bridge dislodged from abutments onto the vehicle which struck it

 - Vehicle and load recovery

 -  Train delays which depending on location and 
length of disruption could exceed all other costs

•  Your company will be liable for the damage to 
your vehicle, and other road users’ vehicles and 
any damage to the load

•  Your company may lose business due to the 
vehicle and driver being off the road

•  Your company could be required to pay 
increased insurance premiums or direct 
compensation claims

•  Your company may also be liable to 
prosecution

•  The good repute of your company may be 
jeopardised

•  Your company’s operator’s licence may be 
suspended, curtailed or revoked

Training and competence

A freight transport or construction plant transport 
company’s Health and Safety Policy Statement 
should include the management of the risk of 
bridge strikes.

Training programmes for drivers and other 
staff, including driver certificate of professional 
competence periodic training, and safety briefings 
should include the prevention of bridge strikes.
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